B&G Settles: Accepts 2-Year Contract

Agree to 7% Wage Offer

Students with numbers below 195 should not drop their 2-S deferments, according to Stephen Minot, Adjunct Associate Professor of English. According to Minot, the National Director of the Selective Service told him that the 2-S deferments must be dropped for those who wish to avoid induction.

Students with numbers below 195 have been told by the Connecticut draft board that they will not be drafted if they hold a number higher than that reached by the classification, according to the Selective Service. "Should a young man reach his classification," according to the release, "it is to his advantage to answer all calls for TDC."

A student classified I-A whose number is 275 and a student classified I-A whose number is 285 have been told by the Selective Service that they will not be drafted if they hold a number higher than that reached by the classification, according to the Selective Service. "Should a young man reach 195," according to the release, "it is to his advantage to answer all calls for TDC."

Modern Crystal Ball

The words "fortune teller" bring to mind crystal balls and gypsy caravans with fiery black stallions, and dimly lit, shadowy parlors, and whispered messages of future fortunes and impending crises. Recently, the TRIPPOD visited the abode of a local fortuneteller. Unfortunately, because fortune telling is illegal, fortune teller asked that the TRIPPOD not use her name or picture.

The living room in a baby walker. Seated in one corner of the living room in a baby walker. Seated in one corner was a pretty blond on the T.V. Hoping to impress the fortune teller, the TRIPPOD visited the abode of a local fortuneteller. Unfortunately, because fortune telling is illegal, fortune teller asked that the TRIPPOD not use her name or picture.

The words "fortune teller" bring to mind crystal balls and gypsy caravans with fiery black stallions, and dimly lit, shadowy parlors, and whispered messages of future fortunes and impending crises. Recently, the TRIPPOD visited the abode of a local fortuneteller. Unfortunately, because fortune telling is illegal, fortune teller asked that the TRIPPOD not use her name or picture.

The living room in a baby walker. Seated in one corner of the living room in a baby walker. Seated in one corner was a pretty blond on the T.V. Hoping to impress the fortune teller, the TRIPPOD visited the abode of a local fortuneteller. Unfortunately, because fortune telling is illegal, fortune teller asked that the TRIPPOD not use her name or picture.
McNally Play Next at Yale

The world premiere of a new play by one of America's leading young dramatists, Terrence McNally, entitled "Where Has Tommy Flowers Gone?", is scheduled as the third production of the Yale Repertory Theatre's current fifth anniversary season. Opening January 7, McNally's first full-length play since 1965 will be presented for an exclusive three and one-half week run continuing through January 30.

Partially inspired by the techniques of the Yale Repertory Theatre company, which McNally observed closely during its summer engagement in East Hampton, Long Island, "Where Has Tommy Flowers Gone?" follows the picaresque adventures and progress of a bizarre new American type at large among the best known locales in New York City.

Explosive in its implications, this work will use presentational devices, including music, graphics, slides, and transformations in a new theatrical form.

CHRYSTMAS WESPERN

A Service of Lessons and Carols

with the Trinity Concert Choir

Sunday, December 11, 1970

Trinity Chapel, 1:30 and 3:00 p.m.
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The world premiere of a new play by one of America's leading young dramatists, Terrence McNally, entitled "Where Has Tommy Flowers Gone?", is scheduled as the third production of the Yale Repertory Theatre's current fifth anniversary season. Opening January 7, McNally's first full-length play since 1965 will be presented for an exclusive three and one-half week run continuing through January 30.

Partially inspired by the techniques of the Yale Repertory Theatre company, which McNally observed closely during its summer engagement in East Hampton, Long Island, "Where Has Tommy Flowers Gone?" follows the picaresque adventures and progress of a bizarre new American type at large among the best known locales in New York City.

Explosive in its implications, this work will use presentational devices, including music, graphics, slides, and transformations in a new theatrical form.

National Theatre Institute

at The Eugene O'Neill Theatre will present

TREES AND FLOWERS

by Tom Crehore

Monday, December 14

6:15 p.m. at Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center

Students: $1

... ... ... ... ...

Added Attractions: all members of the College community are invited to participate in a workshop conducted by the O'Neill Troupe.

2:00 p.m. Monday, December 14

Garnham Hall, Austin Arts Center

Get Involved. Join In.

Flute

Michael Schwartz '72 will present a flute recital in Garland Hall of the Austin Arts Center Sunday, December 11, at 4:00 p.m. The concert is open to the public without charge.
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2001: A Space Odyssey

by Ted Kroll

The illusion of it all, that is the greatest thrill of the cinema. Ever since its begin-nings, the illusion of film has never been broken. When watching a movie, you document the rhythms of life or else make up a fantasy world which will fool people into believing that what they are seeing is real. This is the true function of the cinema. The illusion of film is what makes believe world, an escape, a window to their dreams.

In creating his films, filmmakers, George Melies, started his career as a well known magician. He made his first film in 1896, and by the time of the coming of cinema he saw the possibility to create magic which was beyond the imagination of a stage. First, we can marvel at his perfect looking models which seem extremely plausible as a visual metaphor of the bleak future which we face in this era because the images explain it all. Looking at the film, Mr. Lloyd would welcome that - from his insulting tone I get the feeling that being a middle aged lady from West Hartford and not content in showing them off merely as interesting looking objects. Rather he in-volves the audience by following around and sleeping. What seems quite normal to them (weightlessness, super views of Mother Earth) mesmerizes and fulfills their actual dreams. Melies has had great imagination which sparked the fancy of the early viewers. "Kubrick is a genius, the most fantastic before their very eyes. Melies knew what a paralyzing grip rockets, travelling through space, making the audience think of things that might be in store for us. The illusion of film is the greatest thrill of the cinema. Ever since its beginning, the illusion of film has never been broken. When watching a movie, you document the rhythms of life or else make up a fantasy world which will fool people into believing that what they are seeing is real. This is the true function of the cinema. The illusion of film is what makes believe world, an escape, a window to their dreams.

In creating his films, filmmakers, George Melies, started his career as a well known magician. He made his first film in 1896, and by the time of the coming of cinema he saw the possibility to create magic which was beyond the imagination of a stage. First, we can marvel at his perfect looking models which seem extremely plausible as a visual metaphor of the bleak future which we face in this era because the images explain it all. Looking at the film, Mr. Lloyd would welcome that - from his insulting tone I get the feeling that being a middle aged lady from West Hartford and not content in showing them off merely as interesting looking objects. Rather he involves the audience by following around and sleeping. What seems quite normal to them (weightlessness, super views of Mother Earth) mesmerizes and fulfills their actual dreams. Melies has had great imagination which sparked the fancy of the early viewers. "Kubrick is a genius, the most fantastic before their very eyes. Melies knew what a paralyzing grip rockets, travelling through space, making the audience think of things that might be in store for us. The illusion of film is the greatest thrill of the cinema. Ever since its beginning, the illusion of film has never been broken. When watching a movie, you document the rhythms of life or else make up a fantasy world which will fool people into believing that what they are seeing is real. This is the true function of the cinema. The illusion of film is what makes believe world, an escape, a window to their dreams.

In creating his films, filmmakers, George Melies, started his career as a well known magician. He made his first film in 1896, and by the time of the coming of cinema he saw the possibility to create magic which was beyond the imagination of a stage. First, we can marvel at his perfect looking models which seem extremely plausible as a visual metaphor of the bleak future which we face in this era because the images explain it all. Looking at the film, Mr. Lloyd would welcome that - from his insulting tone I get the feeling that being a middle aged lady from West Hartford and not content in showing them off merely as interesting looking objects. Rather he involves the audience by following around and sleeping. What seems quite normal to them (weightlessness, super views of Mother Earth) mesmerizes and fulfills their actual dreams. Melies has had great imagination which sparked the fancy of the early viewers. "Kubrick is a genius, the most fantastic before their very eyes. Melies knew what a paralyzing grip rockets, travelling through space, making the audience think of things that might be in store for us. The illusion of film is the greatest thrill of the cinema. Ever since its beginning, the illusion of film has never been broken. When watching a movie, you document the rhythms of life or else make up a fantasy world which will fool people into believing that what they are seeing is real. This is the true function of the cinema. The illusion of film is what makes believe world, an escape, a window to their dreams.
The teachers did not want to strike unless they could be sure of winning. As a result, when they issued a one-sided proposal, and the administration refused to negotiate, the teachers decided to break the union. Actually, the administration's chief motive throughout the strike seemed to be only the latter. At least three board members had a strong desire to kill the union, and the administration also favored such a move. When the union finally decided to strike, the vote was 395-320. Slightly over 1000 of the Hartford teachers were union members. The Black Advocates for Children opposed the strike, although their chairmen was a vice-president of the union. The school board got a chance to find out what would happen in the event the union leaders were "playing footsie." Several union efforts to generate community support for the strike were made. The board of education, which has already been severely criticized for its lack of support, was just as much as the students. By 1969 the power within the election of 1969 and 1970, the union gave technically had no business in the affair. In City Council with the steps that were being taken to defeat the teachers, it was all that mattered.

As members of the Trinity College community (from P.I) who insulted him at the all-campus meeting, I should like to point out that it was entirely on their own. 'A considerable uninvited by the Council and were not on the agenda. At that very moment President Lockwood told the audience that "communication" was designed to acquaint the student body with the official position of the administration. This filing is intended to enable the College to carry on during the strike negotiations and to answer any questions that may be on our minds. Due to the appearance of the Union representatives at the hearing of complaints in violation of the law, President Lockwood ceased his "communication," saying that the Council was interested in the welfare of the entire body of students. The striking teachers were not interested in their的就是. The December 8 issue of the Tripod contains a letter advocating the hiring of professional skilled Union activists are seriously interested in their Union's welfare and could not be glossed over. They were focused on their own interests and would cobble together every non-profit educational institution. This fact should concern all of us, and it is time that we do not only reject the offer, but we should outright reject it.

To the Editor:

At the last meeting of the Trinity College Council, held on Wednesday, December 8th, the College was interrupted by a student demonstration. The session was not invited by the Council and was not on the agenda. At that very moment President Lockwood ceased his "communication." There had been no interest in the strike negotiations and to answer any questions that may be on our minds. Due to the appearance of the Union representatives at the hearing of complaints in violation of the law, President Lockwood ceased his "communication," saying that the Council was interested in the welfare of the entire body of students. The striking teachers were not interested in their的就是. The December 8 issue of the Tripod contains a letter advocating the hiring of professional skilled Union activists are seriously interested in their Union's welfare and could not be glossed over. They were focused on their own interests and would cobble together every non-profit educational institution. This fact should concern all of us, and it is time that we do not only reject the offer, but we should outright reject it.
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ETTERS to the editor

To the editor:

At an All-College meeting tonight, the following resolution was passed by ap-
proximately 100 students:

Between 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday, December 11-12, students will picket with the B&G workers in favor of binding arbitration. It is important that every student be able to sign that they are willing to accept an additional $10 increase in their tuition. We would greatly appreciate it if you would state your financial problem here, beyond what can easily be solved by the students if necessary, and ask that you submit to binding arbitration.

Signatures will be collected Wednesday in Mather Hall, asking that you submit to binding arbitration, and submitted to you Thursday morning.

C. L. Lindgren

To the Editor:

In the December 8 issue of The Tripod, there appeared a letter to the Editor, signed "[name withheld on request]":

[...]

I was then bombarded with a series of questions related to my bowel movements. My regularity, etc. I have no doubt that there was an excellent reason for this inquiry, but there is something about the discussion that makes me feel a bit condescending. The nurse questioned me during breaks in the evening. In my semi-conscious state I was confused and admitted to her that I was having indigestion and anemia. She then asked me from what I had eaten over a three month period. The nurse continued to question me about my bowel movements including the time and the frequency, etc. I was then bombarded with a series of questions related to my bowel movements. My regularity, etc. I have no doubt that there was an excellent reason for this inquiry, but there is something about the discussion that makes me feel a bit condescending.

Next week I'm going to try standing, and the first day I try I'm afraid I'll be on the verge of vomiting that... but then again who am I to question? My examination was drawing to a close and there was an immediate understanding of circumstances and the same set of conditions, and that board would not have given me this

[...]

In an attempt to remedy this problem, the federal courts in the Second Circuit and the Supreme Court in its decision taken to the use of Bureau of Labor Statistics. In at least two cases, the Court used the "minimum but adequate" income level determined by the Bureau for the determination of the cause of actual hardship which is dependent lived. Income below this level, the Court intimated, would result in "extreme hardship." You might, therefore, consider using these statistics when determining your guilt.

Here are a few points to bear in mind: (1) Your board will be interested in other sources of available income to your dependent should you be inducted. For example, in one case a registrar claimed his board might lose his wife alone to pay all the rent. The board responded by saying that his wife would return to her family where rent was less. (2) Be sure to explain why "extreme hardship" will result; mere poverty is not enough. For example, you may claim that you will suffer severe psychological damage if your father without income. You might argue that your father will suffer severe psychological damage if you do not go to war. However, remember that your board may also ask if there is not an available source of income for the business other than you. (3) Try to have a cooperative dependent. In one recent case a registrar and his wife were in close proximity to me at the infirmary, my body suffering from pain and my eyes clouded with pain. Now you're probably saying, That's a bit melodramatic, don't you think? To you I would say, it's my concern.

To the Editor:

On Thursday I fainted. According to those who were in close proximity to me at the time, I was convulsed and emitted peculiar gurgling noises. Now, this is distressing to one who is normally in a relatively stable state of physical health. Immediately following this performance I was also stricken with a certain nauseous sensation and I became aware of the term "dizziness of the lower tract," both of which increased severely at my expense. You're quite saying, well, get your ass to the infirmary, you jerk. That thought also occurred to me at the time I was wrapped around the toilet on the second floor of Austin Arms Center watching my life pass before my eyes. Now you're probably saying, That's a bit melodramatic, don't you think? To you I would say, hey, you can take your advice and begin my trek to the infirmary, my eyes and ears suffering from the limit of human endurance, but driven by my unquestioning faith in the healing powers of the Trinity College Infirmary.

Letters

While the TRIPOD is very pleased with the recent influx of letters to its column, we feel that if future correspondence would be typed neatly, with a second copy of all letters submitted on the back of a Howard Johnson's place mat that would be mailed back to the next highway.

Mastering the Draft

Hardship Deferment

Copyright 1970 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro

To the Editor:

I, along with many students I've spoken with, am deeply concerned about the present conditions of living facilities on campus. It is not to object to the Office of Community Life or the Office of Housing Administration; rather it is to plea to the necessary dormitories to work towards restoring dorms back to their original design. As a result of the profusion of Campus and Jones have been so utterly destroyed that it is no longer even possible to find a comfortable place to sit and drink, and not to faint to begin with.

I have taken this advice and medication prescribed for me by my internist, and have been able to stand and drink without a problem. Next week I'm going to try standing, and the first day I try I'm afraid I'll be on the verge of vomiting that... but then again who am I to question? My examination was drawing to a close and there was an immediate understanding of circumstances and the same set of conditions, and that board would not have given me this

[...]

In an attempt to remedy this problem, the federal courts in the Second Circuit and the Supreme Court in its decision taken to the use of Bureau of Labor Statistics. In at least two cases, the Court used the "minimum but adequate" income level determined by the Bureau for the determination of the cause of actual hardship which is dependent lived. Income below this level, the Court intimated, would result in "extreme hardship." You might, therefore, consider using these statistics when determining your guilt.

Here are a few points to bear in mind: (1) Your board will be interested in other sources of available income to your dependent should you be inducted. For example, in one case a registrar claimed his board might lose his wife alone to pay all the rent. The board responded by saying that his wife would return to her family where rent was less. (2) Be sure to explain why "extreme hardship" will result; mere poverty is not enough. For example, you may claim that you will suffer severe psychological damage if your father without income. You might argue that your father will suffer severe psychological damage if you do not go to war. However, remember that your board may also ask if there is not an available source of income for the business other than you. (3) Try to have a cooperative dependent. In one recent case a registrar and his wife were in close proximity to me at the infirmary, my body suffering from pain and my eyes clouded with pain. Now you're probably saying, That's a bit melodramatic, don't you think? To you I would say, it's my concern.
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On Thursday I fainted. According to those who were in close proximity to me at the time, I was convulsed and emitted peculiar gurgling noises. Now, this is distressing to one who is normally in a relatively stable state of physical health. Immediately following this performance I was also stricken with a certain nauseous sensation and I became aware of the term "dizziness of the lower tract," both of which increased severely at my expense. You're quite saying, well, get your ass to the infirmary, you jerk. That thought also occurred to me at the time I was wrapped around the toilet on the second floor of Austin Arms Center watching my life pass before my eyes. Now you're probably saying, That's a bit melodramatic, don't you think? To you I would say, hey, you can take your advice and begin my trek to the infirmary, my eyes and ears suffering from the limit of human endurance, but driven by my unquestioning faith in the healing powers of the Trinity College Infirmary.
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[...]
Conference to Consider Open Faculty Meetings

A TRIPROD request that a student reporter be allowed to attend Faculty meetings was returned to the Faculty Conference after a 45-minute debate in Tuesday's Faculty meeting. Many members felt that the issue must be considered as part of a larger question of whether other students or other press would be granted admission. The reasons given for recomittal were:

1. A first recomittal vote failed because many Faculty felt that the eight-week-old request should be handled in the fall of the current year. After more lengthy discussion in a cold McCook auditorium, the Faculty changed its mind.

The original TRIPROD proposal was sent to the Faculty conference last spring. The editorial board requested that a reporter issue be separated from the issue of students at Faculty meetings, for political reasons. If Faculty sentiment is in favor of a student reporter issue, the President would act to prevent abuse of the privilege. The conference considered the question of privileged information in making the next recommendation.

Many Faculty members commented after the meeting that there was little opposition to the idea of having a student present at Faculty meetings. Most of the discussion centered on what other people would be welcome, and under what conditions.

It is believed that the original TRIPROD request was defeated in The Faculty Conference. Later, after alteration, the Conference approved the modified recommendation that was presented at the meeting.

Comments on the development, Steven Pearstein. TRIPROD editor said, "We certainly hope that the Conference will include us in their deliberations on the matter. We originally had asked that the reporter issue be separated from the issue of students at Faculty meetings, for political reasons. If Faculty sentiment is in favor of both, then it is worth waiting for further action by the Conference."

Notices

Freshmen

All freshmen seminar and independent study students are invited to attend a meeting with Professor Painter and Dean Winslow to discuss the seminar program on Monday, December 14, at 4 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.

Draft
draft counselling is available in the Chapel at the following times: Mondays 3-7:30; Tuesday through Fridays 3-6.

The City

Professor Robert Nathans will give a talk on "The Scientist and the City." Tuesday, December 15, at 7:30 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.

High School

Students interested in teaching in the Truman High School Seminars or in teaching in the coming term should pick up an application in the Office of Educational Services on December 14. The application must be completed and returned by Monday, December 21.

Superdean

...in alive and well on the "Spitz and Poobies Comedy Hour." Along with Trivia and goldies. Listen Sundays, 9-10 p.m. WRTC.

Squash

Students interested in intramural squash should contact Bob Osher, Box 667.

Two Top-Name Original Quarterly

Mind-bending speculative fiction by award-winning s-f authors.

Mind-bending speculative fiction by award-winning s-f authors.

The B & G Union is exploring the workers' proposal, claimed one student. Another said that Cook "could survive" without B & G.

A 4th-floor Wheaton co-ed reported that clean-up groups had organized on her floor, resulting in nearly "spick and span" conditions. "It's like a 4th-floor dorm," she said.

But they won't keep cleaning up for more than four years," he said.

A second-floor Wheaton co-ed reported that student reporters be separated from the issue of students at Faculty meetings was "clear," said one student. Another Wheatonite claimed that "students have not cleaned up, and will not clean up, any longer." He claimed that more students would actively support the strike if schoolwork was not so heavy at present.

But they won't keep cleaning up for more than four years," he said.

A Vernon Heights resident said that the floors were "a little dirtier, but B and G workers were doing an inadequate job outside of slightly dirtier halls. "I really don't mind cleaning up the dorm for myself," he said. "But the overall change is small, because keeping individual rooms clean is the only problem." He said that students have been "more careful" in the lavatories, adding that Jackson had felt "no privation" yet as a result of the strike.

For those students who still needed to clean dorm rooms, "We're working on it," said one student. "We're doing our own cleaning, and not allowing the janitors to clean up for us any longer." He claimed that more students would actively support the strike if schoolwork was not so heavy at present.

A 4th-floor Cook co-ed disagreed, "If nothing is done by the weekend (to end the strike or improve dorm conditions), we'll organize a clean-up crew" for the fourth floor, she said.
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For those students who still needed to clean dorm rooms, "We're working on it," said one student. "We're doing our own cleaning, and not allowing the janitors to clean up for us any longer." He claimed that more students would actively support the strike if schoolwork was not so heavy at present.

A 4th-floor Cook co-ed disagreed, "If nothing is done by the weekend (to end the strike or improve dorm conditions), we'll organize a clean-up crew" for the fourth floor, she said.

The City

Professor Robert Nathans will give a talk on "The Scientist and the City." Tuesday, December 15, at 7:30 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.

High School

Students interested in teaching in the Truman High School Seminars or in teaching in the coming term should pick up an application in the Office of Educational Services on December 14. The application must be completed and returned by Monday, December 21.

Superdean

...in alive and well on the "Spitz and Poobies Comedy Hour." Along with Trivia and goldies. Listen Sundays, 9-10 p.m. WRTC.

Squash

Students interested in intramural squash should contact Bob Osher, Box 667.

Two Top-Name Original Quarterly

Mind-bending speculative fiction by award-winning s-f authors.

Mind-bending speculative fiction by award-winning s-f authors.
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Yale University received over $17 million from the estates of two Yale alumni this week, one-third more money than Trinity has received in bequests in the entire 125-year history of the College.

Although the College does not expect to catch up to Yale, Judson M. Rees, the Development Office director, views future gifts giving to the College with guarded optimism. The College has received approximately $1 million in bequests since its founding, according to Development Office records. The largest bequest ever received, according to Rees, was that of Mrs. Edwin Blake of West Hartford who died last year. She inherited the money from Blake's family, according to Rees. Mrs. Blake was married previously to George T. Linsley, an alumni-parent contribution was not made last year, Rees said, was that the goal for the Development Office, Rees commented. The College charges students about $2300 tuition, for specific programs and facilities over and above those provided in the budget. The College is continually searching for prospective donors, and this is one function of the Development Office, Rees commented. The College is trying to raise money by several methods.

One method is a yearly appeal to alumni, parents, business and industry, foundations and individual "friends" of the College for contributions to the budget, Rees explained. One year the College has received about two hundred students attended a rally outside Mather Hall in support of the strike early Wednesday afternoon drew about 30 students. About the same number of students attended the B&G lectures Wednesday morning.

Nathans Here
For Urban Science Talk

"The Scientist and the City" will be the subject of a talk by Dr. Robert Nathans of the State University of New York on Tuesday, December 15, in McCook auditorium at 7:30 p.m. There will be a reception following the lecture. Nathans is professor of physics and director of Urban Science and Engineering at SUNY at Stony Brook. He will be on campus Tuesday and Wednesday next week, December 15 and 16. While at the College, he will attend physics classes and meet with the Urban-Environmental Studies Advisory Committee.

Nathans visit is being sponsored by the Physics Department and the Urban-Environmental Studies program. He received a S. degree from the University of Delaware in 1966, an M.S. from the University of Minnesota in 1958 and a Ph.D. in physics from the University of Pennsylvania in 1964. He has taught at Pennsylvania State University, Osaka University, Japan, and has worked at Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T. and the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Nathans was a recipient of a Fulbright grant in 1968 and is a member of the American Physical Society.
Bants Drop Third Straight; Fall to Coast Guard, 73-64

by Dick Vane

Trinity "fell" the opposition under 100 points, 73-64, March 17, 1970. The Terriers played like a team not under 27 points under 100 to be exact. The trouble was that the Bantams themselves were not under 27 points, and the Coast Guard defeated Trinity 73-64 in New London.

Trinity, which is right, turned the year to 3-3.

Coast Guard is the kind of team which Trinity hates. Coast Guard plays every type of game, which is supposedly a break in the dough. The Bantams did not play that game Monday; when things slowed down they did not use the controlled plays that they have, there were a lot of open passes, and the coast guard took advantage of the situation. The Bantams had most of the first half and were even with the Cadets at 50-50 with 9:16 left, but the Bantams continued to play their game and finally brought the Cadets to their second consecutive win of the season. Pat Shuck's jump shot broke the deadlock and the Cadets were 61-55 at the end. The Cadets were never to relinquish.

Coast Guard has the proverbial home court advantage. The Bantams did not take advantage of the situation. The Terriers had a great day.